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Abstract
We present a model for representing search in theorem proving. This model captures the notion of contraction, which has been central in some of the recent
developments in theorem proving. We outline an approach to measuring the complexity of search which
can be applied to analyze and evaluate the behaviour of
theorem-proving strategies. Using our framework, we
compare contraction-based strategies of different contraction power and show how they affect the evolution
of the respective search spaces during the derivation.

1

Overview

Theorem-proving problems usually have infinite
search spaces. Theorem-proving strategies with contraction inference rules – rules that delete clauses,
such as simplification and subsumption – are known
to have in general better performance than strategies
without such rules. The intuitive explanation of this
experimental phenomenon is that contraction inference rules prune the search space, thus allowing the
strategy to find a solution in shorter time. However,
there has not been any formal mathematical analysis
to explain how contraction rules affect the complexity of search in theorem proving. The main reason for
this is the lack of formal tools to analyze the complexity of problems involving search in an infinite search
space. Indeed, the absence of such a formal method
for assessing the effectiveness of inference strategies
has been one of the serious weak points of artificial
intelligence.
Traditional algorithm analysis is concerned mainly
with the asymptotic analysis of finite objects. The
two dominating measures are time and space, which
are tightly related to each other. For instance, if a
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problem has a lower bound of n2 space complexity,
one cannot expect to find an algorithm that runs in
time less than n2 . Such a methodology is not suitable
for analyzing search strategies in theorem proving (or
in artificial intelligence in general), since the search
space of a typical theorem-proving problem is usually
infinite. Given that the search space is infinite, it is
no longer meaningful to discuss about average case
analysis, much less worst case. However, contemporary theorem provers from different approaches are
still capable of solving problems of practical interest
(e.g., [1, 15, 20]). This is mainly because the existence of an infinite search space may not require an
infinite amount of computation time, since it is not
necessary to traverse the entire search space to find a
proof. Thus, one needs a new way of analysis in order to reason about and to compare theorem-proving
strategies.
The difficulty of analyzing the complexity of search
in an infinite space appears in many ways. One is the
absence of a relationship between the complexity of
the computation and the input of the problem. In
a finite problem the time and space complexities can
usually be treated as functions of a measure of the
input. But for first-order logic, for instance, the difficulty of finding a proof is not related to the size of the
input set of clauses. A source of the problem is that
a set of first-order clauses represents more than itself:
it represents the infinite set of the ground instances
of the clauses. Thus, any measure based on the input
alone is not sufficient.
Neither is the complexity of a search strategy related to its output. In theorem proving, the output is
the computed proof, if a proof is produced. The size
of the proof is generally not indicative of the difficulty
of finding the proof, since one may find a simple proof
after an extensive traversal of the search space. One
may remark that the size of the generated proof is a
lower bound of the size of the visited search space.

While this is generally true, there are two fundamental reasons why proof size is not a suitable measure for
search in theorem proving. First, a proof cannot be
measured until it is available. But when the theoremproving strategy has generated a proof, the theoremproving problem has been solved and the complexity
of searching for a solution has disappeared. (This
remark also applies to complexity measures based on
Herbrand theorem, such as the size of the smallest unsatisfiable set of ground instances of the input clauses.
Until the strategy has succeeded, we do not have such
a set, in fact we do not even know whether it exists.
Therefore, we cannot use it to evaluate the strategy.)
Second, experiments in theorem proving show that it
may be necessary to search a larger portion of the
search space in order to find a shorter proof. Let C1
and C2 be two strategies, that generate proofs P1 and
P2 for a given problem. Then P1 may be smaller than
P2 in size even if C1 may have traversed a greater
portion of search space in order to produce P1 . In
other words, comparison of search spaces cannot be
reduced to comparison of proofs, because going from
search spaces to proofs does not preserve in general
the ordering relation. Thus, a more accurate notion
of complexity should be how difficult the process of
finding the proof is, rather than either the input or
the output of the computation.
In this paper we present an approach for the representation of search and the analysis of theoremproving strategies. To demonstrate how it is used, we
apply our framework to compare strategies with contraction and those without contraction. We should
mention that very little is known about the analysis
of infinite search problems. Therefore the majority of
the definitions in this paper are new. In the rest of
this section, we briefly outline the ingredients of our
approach.
Representation of search space The first task is
to provide an appropriate representation of the search
space of a theorem-proving strategy. This task is
made difficult by the existence of contraction inferences. If one considers only inference rules that generate clauses from existing clauses – called expansion
rules, such as resolution – the well-known approach
of Kowalski [13] should be sufficient. In [13], a search
space is represented as an infinite graph with vertices
representing the clauses and arcs representing the inferences. When the strategy generates a clause the
corresponding vertex is reached. The search graph is
static and the action of the strategy consists in visiting
the search graph.
If the strategy contains contraction rules, the be-

haviour of the strategy cannot be described solely
in terms of visiting a graph, because whenever the
strategy performs a contraction inference a clause is
deleted. The execution of the strategy modifies the
search space. Furthermore, the modification is not
merely local, because the deletion of one clause may
affect the reachability of others. It follows that the
search space for a strategy with contraction is essentially dynamic.
To solve this problem, we distinguish between a
static part and a dynamic part of a search space. The
static part depends only on the inference system, that
is, all the applicable inferences in the search space.
We represent it by a search graph with vertices labelled by clauses and arcs labelled by inference rules.
The dynamic part depends also on the search plan,
which decides the actual inference steps chosen during a derivation1 . We capture it by a marking of the
vertices of the graph. Thus, the search space is represented as a marked search-graph. The generation and
deletion of clauses are performed on the graph by incrementing/decrementing the marking of the vertices
representing the clauses involved. This approach provides a natural way of reflecting a theorem-proving
derivation on the search graph, by associating a marking of the search graph to each state of the derivation.
The domains In conventional analysis of algorithms, the complexity measures of time and space
refer to the history of the computation by the algorithm from the initial state to the final state. The history of the computation is the domain over which the
measures have meaning. A theorem-proving derivation may not halt (the search space is infinite), and
therefore we cannot reason in terms of history from
the initial to the final state. We reason in a different
way: at each stage of a derivation a finite portion of
the search space has been generated and an infinite
portion remains to be explored. We call the former
the present and the latter the future of the derivation. In order to capture the complexity of the search
problem in the global search space, we need to measure the effects of the inference steps performed by
the strategy on both domains, present and future.
Complexity measures for theorem proving A
complexity measure is essentially a well-founded ordering over the domain of mathematical objects being considered. Conventional complexity measures
usually assume the ordering to be the natural ordering over IN. This is no longer sufficient for theorem
1 A derivation is the computation by a theorem-proving
strategy.

proving strategy analysis. To be more precise, the
mathematical objects that are representatives of the
behaviour of a strategy in the domains that we just
described are as follows. For the present, we consider the multiset of existing clauses at any stage k
of the derivation. For the future, we partition the
infinite search space into an infinite succession of finite bounded search spaces. A bounded search space
of bound j is the space of clauses that can be reached
from the present state by at most j steps of inference. Unlike a static notion such as a path length,
this notion of reachability reflects the past actions of
the strategy. This is because the inference steps may
affect the reachability of clauses that have not been
generated. In particular, a step that deletes a clause
may make other clauses unreachable. Thus, the succession of bounded search spaces changes at every step
in the derivation. In this way we can capture the effect
of inferences on the future. Bounded search spaces are
also characterized as multisets of clauses.
For theorem-proving strategies which assume a
well-founded ordering on the set of clauses, e.g. [19],
it is natural to use the multiset extension of the same
ordering, which is also well-founded, as the ordering
in the complexity measures for theorem proving.
Analysis of strategies For the last task of the paper, we demonstrate how our framework is applied
to the analysis and comparison of different strategies with contraction. We analyze first the effects
of expansion and contraction on the bounded search
spaces. We prove that contraction steps contract the
bounded search spaces by making redundant clauses
unreachable. Thus, while expansion inferences allow
the strategy to visit the search space, contraction inferences also enable the strategy to prune it. Let C1
and C2 be two strategies with the same search plan
and the same set of expansion inference rules, but C2
has a higher degree of contraction power than C1 2 .
We compare the derivations generated by C1 and C2
from the same input. Remark that the two strategies
start with different search spaces, since contraction
inferences are part of the search space, and C2 has
more. We show that C2 eventually induces a higher
reduction of the bounded search spaces. Therefore,
contraction reduces the complexity of the search process according to our measures.
Comparison with other work The classical representation of the search space of clauses for a
theorem-proving problem was given in [13]. Our work
2 The case where C has no contraction rules is included as
1
a special case.

is essentially compatible with [13] for the representation of expansion inferences, and adds the representation of contraction. Most works on search emphasized
heuristics (e.g., [16]), while studies of the complexity
of theorem proving analyzed provability or the length
of computed proofs (e.g., [7, 9, 10, 11, 14, 18, 21, 22]
and [23] for a survey). Our problem is the complexity of search. This is also the interest of [17], that
analyzed the duplication in the search spaces generated by most of the known theorem-proving strategies
applied to propositional Horn logic. Unlike ours, the
analyzed search spaces are finite, and therefore the
approach in [17] may apply worst-case analysis and
classical counting techniques.
Organization of the paper Section 2 contains the
basic definitions, Section 3 the representation of the
search space, Section 4 the complexity measures for
theorem proving, and Sections 5 and 6 the analysis
of inferences and strategies. The complete version of
this paper, including all proofs and many examples,
is available as [4].

2

Inference rules, search plan
and derivation

A theorem-proving problem is the problem of deciding whether S0 |= ϕ0 , or, refutationally, whether
S = S0 ∪ {¬ϕ0 } is inconsistent. We consider theoremproving problems in clausal form, where inconsistency
is shown by deriving the empty clause 2 from S.
Theorems are proved by means of inference rules.
Because we are interested in the effects of inference
rules on the search space, we classify them into expansion inference rules and contraction inference rules.
Expansion inference rules, such as resolution and
paramodulation [6], derive new clauses from the existing ones and add the new to the old. Contraction
inference rules, such as tautology deletion, proper subsumption and equational simplification [6, 8], delete
clauses and possibly replace them by smaller ones.
Given a well-founded ordering ≻ on clauses, an inference rule is a contraction inference rule with respect to ≻ if ψ ≻ ϕ whenever the rule replaces a
clause ψ by a clause ϕ. The ordering on clauses is
often based on a complete simplification ordering [12]
on the atoms, and then extended to clauses via the
multiset ordering. For example, the inference rule of
(equational) simplification may use the rewrite rule
f (x) → x to simplify clause P (f (f (0))) to P (0) since
P (f (f (0))) ≻ P (0) in any complete simplification ordering.
Clauses deleted by contraction are said to be redundant, in the sense that they are not necessary for

proving the theorem (e.g., [3, 5]). Accordingly, it is
possible to justify a contraction rule by a redundancy
criterion [3]. A redundancy criterion is a mapping R
on sets of clauses, such that R(S) is the set of clauses
that are redundant with respect to S according to R.
Note that since a clause generated from a redundant
clause in S may also be redundant, R(S) may not be a
subset of S. An inference step that uses a redundant
clause is a redundant inference step3 . Keeping with
the above example, since clause P (f (f (0))) is redundant in any set that contains P (0) and f (x) → x,
all inferences that use P (f (f (0))) are also redundant.
Given a redundancy criterion R, a set of contraction
rules IR is associated to R, if all clauses that can be
deleted by IR with a set S are in R(S), and whenever ϕ is in R(S) ∩ S, IR can delete ϕ. In addition
to contraction rules, redundancy criteria may be used
to refine expansion rules (e.g., [2]) to further prevent
the generation of redundant clauses.
A set of inference rules forms an inference system
or inference mechanism. Given an inference system
I, we use Ie for its expansion rules and IR for its
contraction rules justified by redundancy criterion R.
Given a set of clauses S, I(S) is the set obtained by
adding to S the clauses that can be generated by I in
one step (by either expansion or contraction).
An inference system I is usually nondeterministic
in nature, since typically more than one rule in I applies to different tuples of clauses in the set. Therefore, in a strategy it is necessary to couple I with a
search plan Σ that chooses the step to be executed
among all possible candidates. By applying repeatedly this selection, a strategy C =< I, Σ > generates
a derivation S0 ⊢C S1 ⊢C . . . ⊢C Si ⊢C . . ., where for all
i ≥ 0 Si is the multiset of existing clauses and represents the state of the derivation at stage i.
A derivation is successful if it generates the empty
clause, and a strategy C =< I, Σ > is complete if it
is guaranteed to succeed whenever the input set is inconsistent. If I is refutationally complete (successful
derivations in I exist for all inconsistent inputs) and
Σ is fair (whenever successful derivations exist, the
one constructed by Σ is successful), then C is complete [5]. A sufficient condition for fairness is uniform fairness, that requires that all clauses that can
be generated by expansion rules from premises that
are persistent (i.e., not deleted during the derivation)
and non-redundant, are generated eventually [3]. A
search plan that always gives priority to contraction
rules [12] is an eager-contraction search plan and a
3 We remark that a clause generated by a redundant inference step may not be redundant since the same clause may also
be generated by a non-redundant step.

strategy that features contraction inference rules and
an eager-contraction search plan is a contraction-based
strategy.

3

Representation of the search space

The search space of a theorem-proving problem
contains all the clauses that can be derived from the
problem by using the inference rules:
Definition 3.1 Given a theorem-proving problem S
and an inference
system I, the closure of S by I is the
S
set SI∗ = k≥0 I k (S), where I 0 (S) = S and I k (S) =
I(I k−1 (S)) for all k ≥ 1.
We represent the search space as a search graph
with vertices labelled by clauses in SI∗ and arcs labelled by inference rules. Since inference steps generally have multiple premises, and possibly multiple
consequences, the search graph will be a hypergraph.
For the labels of the vertices we choose not to distinguish between variants: all variants of a clause will be
•
associated to the same vertex. We denote by SI∗ / =
•
the quotient set of SI∗ with respect to the relation =
of equivalence up to variable renaming:
Definition 3.2 Given a theorem proving problem S,
a set of inference rules I and a graph (V, E), an
arc-labelling function is a function h: E → I and a
vertex-labelling function is a bijective function l: V →
•
SI∗ / =.
Thus, l(v) is a representative of an equivalence class
of variants. A vertex-labelling function is required to
be bijective, so that only one vertex corresponds to
each clause and all the clauses in the search space
have a vertex. The search graph will have a hyperarc
for every applicable inference:
Definition 3.3 Given a theorem-proving problem S
and a set of inference rules I, the search space induced
by S and I is represented by the search graph G(SI∗ ) =
(V, E, l, h), where V is the set of vertices, l is a vertex•
labelling function l: V → SI∗ / =, h is an arc-labelling
function h: E → I and if f ∈ I, applied to premises
ϕ1 , . . . , ϕn , generates clauses ψ1 , . . . , ψm and deletes
clauses α1 , . . . , αp , then E contains a hyperarc e =
(v1 , . . . , vk ; w1 , . . . , wp ; u1 , . . . , um ), where h(e) = f n
and
• v1 , . . . , vk are labelled by the premises that are not
deleted, i.e. l(vj ) = ϕj and ϕj 6∈ {α1 , . . . , αp },
for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
• w1 , . . . , wp are labelled by the deleted clauses, i.e.
l(wj ) = αj , for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ p, and

• u1 , . . . , um are labelled by the generated clauses,
i.e. l(uj ) = ψj , for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Without loss of generality, we consider hyperarcs
where at most one clause is added or deleted:
(v1 , . . . , vn ; vn+1 )
for expansion, and
(v1 , . . . , vn ; vn+1 ; vn+2 )
for contraction. In the latter, ϕ = l(vn+1 ) is replaced
by ϕ′ = l(vn+2 ), ϕ ≻ ϕ′ in the ordering on clauses,
and the clauses of v1 , . . . , vn justify the step. For contraction rules that merely delete clauses, such as subsumption, we assume that there are a dummy clause
true, such that true ≺ ϕ for all ϕ, and a vertex T in
the search graph labelled by true. Then, deletion of
a clause is represented as replacement by true. In the
following, we use interchangeably vertices and their
labels, e.g. v and ϕ if ϕ = l(v).

3.1

Representation of deletions:
the marking function

The representation of contraction inferences by
contraction hyperarcs captures the capability of contraction rules to generate new clauses, e.g. by simplification, and allows us to have a uniform representation
of all the inferences. It is not sufficient, however, to
represent contraction, because only clauses that have
been generated can be deleted, and only those deletions
that are actually selected by the search plan need to be
represented. In other words, the representation of contraction cannot be separated from the representation
of the selection of inferences by the search plan.
In order to represent the selection of inferences by
the search plan, we enrich the search graph with a
marking: a marking of arcs and a marking of vertices.
The marking of an arc tells how many times the inference represented by the arc has been executed. The
marking of a vertex represents its status: the status
of a vertex in the search graph is positive, if its clause
has been generated and is being kept, is 0 if it has not
been generated, and is negative if it has been generated and then deleted. Generations and deletions of
clauses will be represented by setting the statuses of
their vertices accordingly. Since different variants of a
clause may be generated during a derivation, we also
use the marking to indicate the number of multiple
occurrences:
Definition 3.4 A marked search-graph
(V, E, l, h, s, c)
is given by a search graph (V, E, l, h) and

• A vertex-marking function s: V → Z from vertices to integers, defined as follows:

m if m variants (m > 0) of l(v)




are present,

−1 if all variants of l(v)
s(v) =


have been deleted,



0
otherwise.
• An arc-marking function c: E → Z + from hyperarcs to non-negative integers, defined by: c(e) =
n if the inference of arc e has been executed n
times.
The search graph represents the static structure of
all the possibile inferences in the search space. Such
structure depends only on the logic of the problem,
i.e. the input clauses and the inference rules. The
marking, on the other hand, represents the dynamic
behaviour of the search space. While expansion inference rules can be represented by using only the static
structure, both components of the representation are
necessary for the proper representation of contraction.

3.2

The evolution of the search space
during the derivation

The marking allows us to represent a derivation
on the search graph. In the following two definitions
we assume that a marked search-graph (V, E, l, h, s, c)
is given. We define first the pre-conditions for the
execution of an inference step:
Definition 3.5 A hyperarc
(v1 , . . . , vn ; vn+1 ; vn+2 )
in E is enabled, if s(vj ) > 0 for all j ≤ n + 1, and
s(vn+1 ) > 1 if vn+1 ∈ {v1 , . . . , vn }.
The post-conditions of the execution of an inference
step are the following:
Definition 3.6 The successor marking induced by
the execution of an enabled hyperarc
e = (v1 , . . . , vn ; vn+1 ; vn+2 )
in E is given by: the successor vertex-marking function succe (s) defined as:

s(v) − 1 if v = vn+1 ∧ s(v) > 1




−1
if v = vn+1 ∧ s(v) = 1

1
if v = vn+2 ∧ s(v) = −1
succe (s)(v) =


s(v)
+
1
if
v = vn+2 ∧ s(v) ≥ 0



s(v)
otherwise.

and the successor arc-marking function succe (c) defined as:

c(a) + 1 if a = e,
succe (c)(a) =
c(a)
otherwise.
An actual derivation can be reproduced by starting from the marking associated with the initial state
and modifying the marking according to the derivation steps. In other words, changes in the marking on
the search graph mirror actual generations and deletions of clauses. Since the steps in the derivation are
chosen by the search plan Σ, the corresponding transformations of the marking of the search graph represent the effect of the search plan on the search graph:
Definition 3.7 Let S be a theorem-proving problem
and C =< I, Σ > be a theorem-proving strategy.
Given the search graph G(SI∗ ) = (V, E, l, h), the
succession of markings associated to the derivation
S0 ⊢C S1 ⊢C . . . ⊢C Si ⊢C . . ., where S0 = S, is the succession {(si , ci )}i≥0 such that:
• ∀e ∈ E, c0 (e) = 0; ∀v ∈ V , s0 (v) = 1 if clause
ϕ = l(v) is in S0 , s0 (v) = 0 otherwise, and
• ∀i ≥ 0, if e is the hyperarc selected by Σ at stage
i, then si+1 = succe (si ) and ci+1 = succe (ci ).
It follows that each state Si of a derivation has an
associated search graph Gi = (V, E, l, h, si ), and Si is
exactly the multiset of clauses with positive marking
in Gi . If we consider all the clauses with non-zero
marking in Gi , we obtain the multiset G∗i of all the
clauses generated up to stage i.

4

Measures of complexity of search

In this section, we define complexity measures
for search in an infinite search space. Let Gi =
(V, E, l, h, si , ci ) be the marked search-graph associated to stage i during a derivation. In order to capture the complexity of the search process, the analysis
needs to involve both the present, the state represented by Gi itself, and the future, the portion of the
search graph which is still undiscovered. The crucial,
and difficult, point is to define complexity measures
that take the future into account, since the unexplored
search graph is infinite. To do it properly we need
notions of ancestor-graph and dynamic distance, that
replace conventional notions of path and path-length:
Definition 4.1 Let G = (V, E, l, h) be a search
graph. For all v ∈ V ,
• if v has no incoming hyperarcs, the ancestorgraph of v is the graph made of v itself.

• If e = (v1 , . . . , vn ; vn+1 ; v) is a hyperarc in E and
t1 , . . . , tn , tn+1 are ancestor-graphs of v1 , . . . , vn ,
vn+1 , then the graph with root v connected by
e to the subgraphs t1 , . . . , tn , tn+1 is an ancestor-graph of v. We denote it by the triple
(v; e; (t1 , . . . , tn , tn+1 )).
An ancestor-graph of v represents a sequence of inferences, or a generation-path, that generates its associated clause ϕ from the input clauses. The clauses
associated to the vertices of an ancestor-graph t of ϕ
are its ancestors on the generation-path represented
by t. Since the ancestor-graph of a clause in a search
graph is not unique, we use atG (v) (or atG (ϕ)) to denote the set of the ancestor-graphs of v in G.
Given Gi = (V, E, l, h, si , ci ), a clause ϕ that has
not been generated, and an ancestor-graph t of ϕ, we
are interested in measuring the distance that has been
covered and the distance that has not been covered, to
reach ϕ on the generation-path represented by t. The
global distance to ϕ will be the sum of these two distances. As a first approximation, the distance that has
not been covered is given by the number of clauses in t
that have not been generated (zero marking). Dually,
the distance that has been covered is given by the number of clauses in t that have been generated (non-zero
marking). We use p-distance for the “distance that
has been covered”, f-distance for the “distance that
has not been covered”, and g-distance for the “global
distance”. In order to define these notions accurately,
we need to distinguish those ancestors that are relevant to the generation of ϕ in the current marking:
Definition 4.2 Let G = (V, E, l, h, s, c) be a marked
search-graph, v be a vertex in V such that l(v) = ϕ,
and t = (v; e; (t1 , . . . , tn , tn+1 )) be an ancestor-graph
of v, with e = (v1 , . . . , vn ; vn+1 ; v). Then a vertex
w ∈ t, w 6= v, is relevant to v in t if
• either w ∈ {v1 , . . . , vn ; vn+1 } and c(e) = 0,
• or w is relevant to vi in ti for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤
n + 1.
We denote by RevG (t) the set of relevant vertices of
t in G. Remark that all ancestor w of v such that
s(w) = 0 is relevant, because s(w) = 0 implies that
the arc connecting w to v cannot have been executed.
An irrelevant ancestor (c(e) 6= 0) is one that has been
already used towards the generation of ϕ. If such an
ancestor is deleted, the f-distance of ϕ is unaffected.
On the other hand, if a relevant ancestor of ϕ in t is
deleted, ϕ is no longer reachable via t and therefore
the f-distance of ϕ on t becomes infinite. The distance
of the deleted clause itself obviously also becomes infinite:

Definition 4.3 Given a marked search-graph G =
(V, E, l, h, s, c) and a clause ϕ, for all t ∈ atG (ϕ),
we define:
• The p-distance of ϕ on t is pdistG (t) = |{w | w ∈
t, s(w) 6= 0}|.
• The f-distance of ϕ

 ∞
f distG (t) =

n

on t is
if s(ϕ) < 0
or ∃w ∈ RevG (t), s(w) < 0,
otherwise,

where n = |{w | w ∈ t, s(w) = 0}|.

graph is infinite, the search graph within bounded distance is finite. In other words, the notion of distance
allows us to “slice” the infinite search graph into finite
layers:
Definition 4.4 Given a marked search-graph G =
(V, E, l, h, s, c), for all j > 0, the bounded search
space within distance j is the multiset of clauses
X
space(G, j) =
mulG (v, j) · l(v)
v∈V,v6=T

where
mulG (v, j) = |{t | t ∈ atG (v), 0 < gdistG (t) ≤ j}|.

• The g-distance of ϕ on t is
gdistG (t) = pdistG (t) + f distG (t).
Then, the f-distance of ϕ in G is
f distG (ϕ) = min{f distG(t) | t ∈ atG (ϕ)}
and the g-distance of ϕ in G is
gdistG (ϕ) = min{gdistG(t) | t ∈ atG (ϕ)}.
This notion of distance is dynamic because it depends
on the marking. The p-distance measures the portion of an ancestor-graph that has been visited. The
f-distance measures reachability. If the f-distance of
a clause ϕ is infinite on all its ancestor-graphs, then
f distG (ϕ) = ∞, and ϕ is unreachable. If f distG (ϕ) is
finite, then ϕ is reachable. A positive f-distance measures the distance between the current state and ϕ. In
particular, if 0 < f distG (t) < ∞, f distG (t) measures
the amount of work that needs to be done to reach ϕ
from the current state by traversing the path t. For
instance, if ϕ is a candidate for generation at the next
step, its f-distance is 1 on at least one ancestor-graph
t of ϕ. This means that all ancestors of ϕ in t have
already been generated and the hyperarc that generates ϕ in t is enabled. If a clause ϕ has been generated (reached), then f distG (ϕ) = 0. Remark that
a generated clause may have positive or even infinite
f-distance on ancestor-graphs other than the one that
was traversed to reach it. Also, a deleted clause may
be generated again, making its f-distance and those
of its descendants finite again. The g-distance keeps
into account both the work that has been already done
and the work that needs to be done. If the f-distance
becomes infinite because of deletions of needed ancestors, the g-distance also becomes infinite.
We now consider the portion of search graph that
contains all the clauses whose distance is within a
certain bound. Note that although the entire search

For the ease of expression, we use the representation of multisets as polynomials, with the multiplicities as coefficients. The multiplicity mulG (v, j) of
ϕ = l(v) is the number of ancestor-graphs of ϕ with
g-distance not greater than j in the current marked
graph. It follows that ϕ appears in space(G, j), i.e.
mulG (ϕ, j) > 0, if and only if gdistG (ϕ) ≤ j. Therefore, space(G, j) is the finite portion of search space
that contains all the clauses reachable in at most j
steps.
The notion of bounded search space allows us to
analyze the complexity of search by transforming the
problem of search in an infinite search space into the
problem of search in an infinite succession of finite
search spaces {space(Gi , j)}i≥0,j>0 . As complexity
measure we take the bounded search spaces ordered
by the multiset extension ≻mul . The problem of comparing the infinite search spaces of different theoremproving strategies becomes the problem of comparing
their bounded search spaces.

5

Analysis of the effects of inferences
on the complexity measures

In this section we analyze the effects of inferences
on the bounded search spaces. We first give a lemma
which expresses an important property of eager contraction: once a clause is deemed redundant, it will
not be used for expansion.
Lemma 5.1 Let C be a contraction-based strategy
and S0 ⊢C S1 ⊢C . . . Si ⊢C . . . be a derivation by C. For
all clauses ϕ, if si (ϕ) < 0 and sj (ϕ) > 0 for some
0 < i < j, then there exists a k, k > j, such that
sk (ϕ) < 0, and ϕ is not selected as premise of an
expansion step at any stage h, j ≤ h ≤ k.
The consequence of this lemma is that, in a strategy
with eager contraction, we may ignore inferences that
regenerate a clause which had been already deleted.

Such a clause will be deleted before an expansion step
is performed, therefore the impact of its regeneration
on the reachability of other clauses is null. More formally, this lemma justifies the following approximation that we make in the rest of the paper: if a distance f distGi (t) is infinite, then f distGj (t) can be
regarded as infinite for all j > i.
We start with the case of an (expansion) inference
step that generates a clause ψ. All clauses that were
reachable before generating ψ are still reachable afterwards. Thus, the bounded search spaces are unchanged:
Theorem 5.1 If Si ⊢ Si+1 generates a clause ψ,
then ∀j > 0, space(Gi , j) = space(Gi+1 , j).
This theorem reflects the fact that expansion inferences consist in visiting the search space, without
modifying it.
A contraction step deletes a clause ψ or replaces it
by a clause ψ ′ . The deletion of ψ affects those clauses
that have ψ as relevant ancestor. We denote this set
by Di (ψ): Di (ψ) = {ϕ | ∃t ∈ atG (ϕ) such that ψ ∈
RevGi (t)}. If ψ is deleted at stage i, it has negative marking at stage i + 1. Therefore we are interested in the clauses in Di+1 (ψ). The distances of these
clauses on the ancestor-graphs that include ψ become
infinite. For all bounded search spaces whose bound
is sufficiently deep to include these ancestor-graphs,
the multiplicity of the descendants of ψ decreases.
When the multiplicity becomes 0, clauses that are in
space(Gi , j) are no longer in space(Gi+1 , j). Thus,
the bounded search spaces are contracted:
Theorem 5.2 If Si ⊢ Si+1 replaces a clause ψ by
ψ ′ , then ∀j > 0, space(Gi+1 , j) mul space(Gi , j). If
si (ψ) = 1 and Di+1 (ψ) 6= ∅ then ∃k > 0, ∀j ≥ k,
space(Gi+1 , j) ≺mul space(Gi , j).
For those clauses in Di+1 (ψ) that have ψ as relevant ancestor in all the ancestor-graphs of minimum
f-distance, the f-distance in the graph grows when
ψ is contracted. If a clause in Di+1 (ψ) has ψ as a
relevant ancestor in all of its ancestor-graphs, then
its f-distance becomes infinite when ψ is contracted.
In other words, such a clause becomes unreachable.
Thus, contraction prunes the future search space.

6

Comparison of strategies

In this section we apply our approach for the measurement of search complexity to the comparison of
strategies. Theorem-proving strategies may differ in
many ways. As a first cut, one may distinguish between comparing strategies that have the same inference system and different search plans, and comparing

strategies that have the same search plan and different inference systems. In this paper, we consider an
instance of the second type of problem: we compare
strategies that have the same search plan and differ
solely in the contraction component of the inference
system. Namely, we shall assume that one strategy
has more contraction power than the other.
Comparing two strategies C1 =< I1 , Σ > and
C2 =< I2 , Σ > with different inference systems poses
the problem that given an input set of clauses S, the
search spaces G1 = G(SI∗1 ) and G2 = G(SI∗2 ) are different in general. This is reflected by the complexity
measure in that space(G10 , j) and space(G20 , j) are different. Therefore, we cannot compare absolute values
of the complexity measures for the two strategies. We
need to compare them relative to the different search
spaces G(SI∗1 ) and G(SI∗2 ). In other words, we need to
compare variations of the complexity measures rather
than absolute values. For this purpose, we introduce
the following ∆ notation to represent the variation in
the bounded search spaces:
X
∆space(Gi , j) =
∆mulGi (v, j) · l(v)
v∈V,v6=T

where ∆mulGi (v, j) = mulG0 (v, j) − mulGi (v, j).
Since we proved in Section 5 that all inferences either leave unaffected or decrease the multiplicities of
clauses in the bounded search spaces, it follows that
∆mulGi (v, j) ≥ 0.
Then, we restrict our attention to the case where
the search spaces G(SI∗1 ) and G(SI∗2 ) contain the same
clauses, although they have different structure in general. This is expressed by requiring that the inference
systems I1 and I2 are equipollent:
Definition 6.1 Two inference systems I1 and I2 are
equipollent if SI∗1 = SI∗2 for all theorem-proving problem S.
We can now focus on a specific instance of the comparison problem. Let C1 =< I1 , Σ > and C2 =<
I2 , Σ > with I1 = Ie ∪ IR1 and I2 = Ie ∪ IR2 , be two
complete, contraction-based strategies with the same
eager-contraction search plan Σ. C1 and C2 have the
same set of expansion rules, I1 , I2 and Ie are equipollent, and for all sets of clauses S, R1 (S) ⊆ R2 (S). In
other words, the redundancy criterion of C2 is more
powerful than the redundancy criterion of C1 . In particular, we assume that this condition is satisfied because IR1 ⊆ IR2 . It follows that I1 ⊆ I2 . We assume
further that Ie is refutationally complete with redundancy criterion R2 (and therefore also with R1 ), so
that it is sufficient that Σ is uniformly fair with re-

spect to Ie and R2 (and with respect to Ie and R1 )
(e.g., [3]).
The following results compare the derivations generated by the two strategies C1 and C2 applied to the
same problem S. We denote by
S01 ⊢ . . . ⊢ Si1 ⊢ . . .
C1

C1

C1

and
S02 ⊢ . . . ⊢ Si2 ⊢ . . . ,
C2

S01

C2

C2

S02

where
=
= S, the derivations generated by C1
and C2 , respectively. We use G1 for G(SI∗1 ), G2 for
G(SI∗2 ), G1i for the marked search-graph associated
to Si1 and G2k for the marked search-graph associated
to Sk2 . The search graphs G1 and G2 are different
because G2 may contain more contraction hyperarcs.
The first lemma is a consequence of uniform fairness and the equipollence of I1 , I2 and Ie :
Lemma 6.1 For all j ≥ 0 and for all clauses ϕ ∈ Sj1 ,
there exists a k ≥ 0 such that ϕ ∈ Sk2 or ϕ ∈ R2 (Sk2 ).
Symmetrically, for all k ≥ 0 and for all clauses ϕ ∈
Sk2 , there exists a j ≥ 0 such that ϕ ∈ Sj1 or ϕ ∈
R1 (Sj1 ).
The difference between the two strategies is made
by the redundancy criteria. The second lemma uses
the hypothesis that R1 (S) ⊆ R2 (S) for all S, so that
it does not hold in the opposite direction:
Lemma 6.2 For all j ≥ 0 and for all clauses ϕ ∈
R1 (Sj1 ), there exists a k ≥ 0 such that ϕ ∈ R2 (Sk2 ).
On the other hand, clauses that are redundant for C2
(and therefore are not generated or deleted after generation), may not be redundant for C1 (and therefore
are persistent if generated), because C2 has a more
powerful redundancy criterion.
The consequence of the difference in the redundancy criteria is that C2 prunes the search graph at
least as much as C1 , as shown by the following two
lemmas:

Theorem 6.1 For all i ≥ 0, ∃k ≥ 0, such that ∀j >
0, ∆space(G2k , j) mul ∆space(G1i , j).
We conclude with two corollaries that show how,
under additional conditions, the higher reduction of
the bounded search spaces of C2 translates into smaller
bounded search spaces. In the first corollary, we measure the impact of contraction on the portion of the
search space induced by the set of expansion rules
Ie . This is relevant, because Σ is uniformly fair
with respect to Ie . Let espace(G, j) be defined as
in Definition 4.4 but counting only ancestor-graphs
made solely of expansion steps. Since the two strategies have the same set of expansion inference rules,
espace(G10 , j) = espace(G20 , j) for all j > 0, and we
have the following:
Corollary 6.1 For all i ≥ 0, ∃k ≥ 0, such that ∀j >
0, espace(G2k , j) mul espace(G1i , j).
The second corollary applies to the special case
where all rules in I2 − I1 are deletion rules, such as
subsumption and tautology deletion. Since the arcs of
pure deletion steps do not contribute to the ancestorgraphs, it follows that space(G10 , j) = space(G20 , j) for
all j > 0, and:
Corollary 6.2 For all i ≥ 0, ∃k ≥ 0, such that ∀j >
0, space(G2k , j) mul space(G1i , j).
To summarize, a strategy with a more powerful redundancy criterion induces a higher reduction of the
bounded search spaces, that is, a higher reduction
of search complexity. The property that contraction
rules preserve completeness means that this contraction of the search space is done in such a way that the
capability of the strategy to reach the empty clause is
not impaired. Furthermore, since the search space is
contracted, a solution may be found sooner.
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